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ABSTRACT
The vast majority of research in information retrieval is done
using English collections and topics. This raises questions
about the effectiveness of retrieval strategies for other lan-
guages. To examine this issue, we focus on document re-
trieval in nine European languages. In particular, we inves-
tigate the effectiveness of language-dependent approaches
to document retrieval, such as stemming and decompound-
ing; of language-independent approaches, such as character
n-gramming; and of the combination of the two types of
approaches. The experimental evidence is obtained using
the 2003 test-suite of the cross-language evaluation forum
(CLEF).

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: H.3.1 Con-
tent Analysis and Indexing; H.3.3 Information Search and
Retrieval; H.3.4 Systems and Software; H.3.7 Digital Li-
braries

General Terms
Measurement, Performance, Experimentation

Keywords
Information Retrieval, Cross-Language Information Retrieval

1. INTRODUCTION
Researchers in Information Retrieval (IR) have experimented
with a wide variety of approaches to document retrieval for
European languages. Differences between these approaches
range from the text representation being used (whether to
apply morphological normalization or not, and which type
of query formulation to use), to the choice of search strat-
egy (which weighting scheme to use, and whether to use
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blind feedback). A recent overview of monolingual docu-
ment retrieval can be found in [10]. In this paper, we focus
on approaches that differ in the type of document repre-
sentations that they employ, but all use the same retrieval
settings and weighting scheme. In particular, we focus on
different approaches to morphological normalization or tok-
enization. We conduct experiments on nine European lan-
guages (Dutch, English, Finnish, French, German, Italian,
Russian, Spanish, and Swedish). There are notable differ-
ences between these languages that may have an impact on
retrieval performance; these differences include the complex-
ity of inflectional and derivational morphology [15].

We formulate a number of research questions that we want
to address in this paper. Our main focus is on monolin-
gual retrieval in European languages, and our overall aim is
to investigate differences between languages with respect to
approaches to document retrieval.

Aim 1 Investigate different document representations of En-
glish and other European languages for monolingual
document retrieval.

We investigate the effectiveness of language-dependent ap-
proaches to document retrieval, which require a detailed
knowledge of the particular language at hand. An well-
known example of a language-dependent approach is the use
of stemming algorithms. There is no consistent evidence on
the effectiveness of stemming in English [9, 11].

Aim 2 Evaluate the effectiveness of stemming for European
languages.

Another example of a language-dependent approach is the
use of decompounding strategies for compound-rich Euro-
pean languages, such as Dutch and German. Compounds
formed by the concatenation of words are rare in English,
although exceptions like database exist.

Aim 3 Evaluate the effectiveness of decompounding for com-
pound-rich European languages.

Furthermore, we investigate the effectiveness of language-in-
dependent approaches to document retrieval, which do not



depend on knowledge of the language at hand. The best
example of language-independent approaches is the use of
character n-gramming techniques.

Aim 4 Evaluate the effectiveness of character n-gramming
for European languages.

Finally, building on the outcomes of some of the previous
aims, we investigate whether both approaches to document
retrieval can be fruitfully combined.

Aim 5 Evaluate the effectiveness of combining language-
dependent and language-independent approaches for
European languages.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, we describe the set-up of our experiments, and give
a detailed overview of the used approaches to monolingual
document retrieval. Then, in Section 3 we apply these ap-
proaches to monolingual document retrieval in nine Euro-
pean languages. Finally, in Section 4, we discuss our findings
and draw some conclusions.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP
Experimental evaluation is done on the test-suite of the
Cross-Language Evaluation Forum [CLEF, 2], using the 2003
documents, topics and assessments for monolingual Dutch;
English; Finnish; French; German; Italian; Russian; Span-
ish; and Swedish. In total, there are 60 topics, collection
sizes range from 16,716 documents (Russian) to 454,045 doc-
uments (Spanish).

We use the FlexIR system developed at the University of
Amsterdam [17]. FlexIR is implemented in Perl and supports
many types of preprocessing, scoring, indexing, and retrieval
tools. FlexIR implements a number of retrieval models; for
the runs in this paper we make use of the standard vector
space model. All our base runs use the Lnu.ltc weighting
scheme [1] to compute the similarity between a query and a
document. For the experiments on which we report in this
paper, we fixed slope at 0.2; the pivot was set to the average
number of unique words per document.

Both topics and documents were stopped using the stop-
word lists from the Snowball stemming algorithms [21], for
Finnish we used the Neuchâtel-stoplist [3]. The Russian
collection and topics are encoded using the UTF-8 or Uni-
code character encoding, which we converted into a 1-byte
per character encoding KOI8 or KOI8-R. We did all our
processing, such as lower-casing, stopping, stemming, and
n-gramming, in this KOI8 encoding. Finally, we converted
the resulting documents and queries into the Latin alpha-
bet using the Volapuk transliteration (using the Perl package
Convert::Cyrillic).

Blind feedback was applied to expand the original query
with related terms. Term weights were recomputed by using
the standard Rocchio method [19], where we considered the
top 10 documents to be relevant and the bottom 500 docu-
ments to be non-relevant. We allowed at most 20 terms to
be added to the original query.

Finally, to determine whether the observed differences be-
tween two retrieval approaches are statistically significant,
we used the bootstrap method, a non-parametric inference
test [5, 6]. The method has previously been applied to re-
trieval evaluation by, e.g., Wilbur [22] and Savoy [20]. We
take 100,000 resamples, and look for significant improve-
ments (one-tailed) at significance levels of 0.95 (?), 0.99 (??),
and 0.999 (???).

2.1 APPROACHES
A wide variety of approaches has been applied to monolin-
gual document retrieval in non-English [10]. One can di-
vide the approaches in two categories. The first category
are language-dependent approaches, such as stemming and
lemmatizing. The second category are language-indepen-
dent approaches like (character) n-grams of various lengths
that sometimes span word boundaries.

We decided to focus on the following types of runs:

2.1.1 Baseline
We consider as a baseline the straightforward indexing of
the words as encountered in the collection. We do some
limited sanitizing: diacritics are mapped to the unmarked
character, and all characters are put in lower-case. Thus a
string like Information Retrieval is indexed as the two to-
kens information retrieval and a string like the German
Raststätte (English: motorway restaurant) is indexed as
raststatte.

2.1.2 Stemming
The stemming or lemmatization of words is a widely used
language-dependent approach to document retrieval. An
overview of stemming algorithms can be found in [8]. We use
the set of stemmers implemented in the Snowball language
[21]. The string processing language Snowball is specifi-
cally designed for creating stemming algorithms for use in
Information Retrieval. It is partly based on the familiar
Porter stemmer for English [18], and provides rule-based
stemming algorithms for all the nine European languages
that we consider in this paper. We perform the same sani-
tizing operations as for the word-based run. Thus a string
like Information Retrieval is indexed as the stems inform
retriev.

2.1.3 Decompounding
For the compound rich languages, Dutch, German, Finnish,
and Swedish, we apply a decompounding algorithm. We
treat all the words occurring in the respective CLEF corpora
as potential base words for decompounding, and also use
their associated collection frequencies. We ignore words of
length less than four as potential compound parts, thus a
compound must have at least length eight. As a safeguard
against oversplitting, we only regard compound parts that
have a higher collection frequency than the compound itself.
We consider linking elements -s-, -e-, and -en- for Dutch;
-s-, -n-, -e-, and -en- for German; -s-, -e-, -u-, and -o-

for Swedish; and none for Finnish. We prefer a split with
no linking element over a split with a linking element, and
a split with a single character linker over a two character
linker.



Each document in the collection is analyzed and if a com-
pound is identified, all of its parts are added to the docu-
ment (while the original compound is also retained). Thus
a string like the Dutch boekenkast (English: bookshelf) is
indexed as the three tokens boekenkast boek kast. Com-
pounds occurring in a query are analyzed in a similar way:
the parts are simply added to the query. Since we expand
both the documents and the queries with compound parts,
there is no need for compound formation [13].

2.1.4 n-Gramming
Character n-gramming is a widely used language-indepen-
dent approach to document retrieval. Character n-grams are
an old technique for improving retrieval effectiveness, dating
back at least to [4]. An excellent overview of n-gramming
techniques is given in [16]. We apply character 4-grams not
spanning word-boundaries, and add the n-grams to the doc-
uments, while also retaining the original words. Again, we
perform the same sanitizing operations as for the word-based
run. This means that the string Information Retrieval

is indexed as the 16 tokens information info nfor form

orma rmat mati atio tion retrieval retr etri trie

riev ieva eval.

2.1.5 Combining
To combine runs, we use a weighted combination. First, we
normalize the retrieval status values (RSVs), since different
runs may have radically different RSVs. Following Lee [14],
both scores are normalized by mapping them to the inter-
val [0, 1] using RSV ′

i = RSVi−mini
maxi−mini

with mini (maxi) the

minimal (maximal) RSV score over all topics in the run.
Next, we assign new weights to the documents using a lin-
ear interpolation factor λ representing the relative weight of
a run: RSVnew = λ · RSV1 + (1 − λ) · RSV2. For λ = 0.5
this is similar to the simple (but effective) combSUM func-
tion used by Fox and Shaw [7]. The interpolation factors
λ were obtained from experiments on the CLEF 2002 data
sets (whenever available).

3. RESULTS
3.1 BASELINE
The mean-average-precision (MAP) scores for our baseline
runs are shown in Table 1. For most languages, the baseline
run performs fairly well. This is certainly the case for Dutch,
where the baseline runs has a MAP of 0.4800.

3.2 STEMMING
Next, we consider runs in which stemming was applied. The
results are shown in Table 2. The results are mixed. On
the one hand, we see a decrease in retrieval effectiveness for
Dutch, English, and Russian. On the other hand, we see an
increase in retrieval effectiveness for Finnish, French, Ger-
man, Italian, Spanish, and Swedish. The improvements for
Finnish, German, and Spanish are statistically significant.

3.3 DECOMPOUNDING AND STEMMING
Next, we consider decompounding documents and queries
for the four compound-rich languages: Dutch, Finnish, Ger-
man, and Swedish. After decompounding, we apply the
same stemming procedure as in Section 3.2 above. The re-
sults are shown in Table 3. The results for decompounding

are positive overall. For Dutch, we now see an improvement
over the baseline run (unlike the case in which only stem-
ming is applied). We also see improvements for Finnish,
German, and Swedish. For all the four compound-rich lan-
guages, the score in Table 3 exceeds that of Table 2.

3.4 N-GRAMMING
Recall that our n-gram runs use character n-grams of length
4, and that we retain the original words in the index. The
results are shown in Table 4. We see a decrease in perfor-
mance for English and Italian, and an improvement for the
other seven languages: Dutch, Finnish, French, German,
Russian, Spanish, and Swedish. The improvement is sig-
nificant for five of the languages, namely Finnish, German,
Russian, Spanish, and Swedish. However, the decrease in
performance for English is also significant.

3.5 COMBINATION
As is clear from the results above, there is no equivocal
best strategy for monolingual document retrieval. For En-
glish, our baseline run scores best. For Italian, the stemmed
run scores best. For the other seven languages, Dutch,
Finnish, French, German, Russian, Spanish, and Swedish,
4-gramming scores best. So what is a good uniform retrieval
strategy that, we hope, will do well for all languages? Since
both language-dependent approaches and language-indepen-
dent approaches to document retrieval have their respective
merits, we consider the combination of both types of runs. In
particular, we combine the decompounded (whenever avail-
able) and stemmed run with the 4-gram run. We apply
a weighted combination method, also refered to as linear
fusion, to combine the language-dependent and language-
independent approaches to document retrieval. The results
are shown in Table 5. We find only positive results: all
languages improve over the baseline, even English! Even
though both English runs scored lower than the baseline
(one of them even signicantly lower), the combination im-
proves over the baseline. The improvement for six of the
languages, Finnish, French, German, Russian, Spanish, and
Swedish, is significant.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have discussed a variety of approaches to
monolingual document retrieval for European languages. In
Section 1, we formulated a number of research questions that
provided the rationale for the experiments reported in this
paper.

Our second aim was to evaluate the effectiveness of stem-
ming for European languages. Our results in Table 2 show
mixed results, stemming does help for six of the languages,
but hurts performance for three languages (Dutch, English,
Russian). Our result for English is in line with earlier ex-
periments [9]. Although the Russian stemmed run failed
to improve for monolingual retrieval, other experiments not
reported in the paper showed improvement for the English
to Russian biligual runs [12]. For three languages, Finnish,
German, and Spanish, the improvements of retrieve effec-
tiveness are statistically significant.

Our third aim was to evaluate the effectiveness of decom-
pounding for the compound-rich European languages Dutch,



Table 1: Word-based run.
Dutch English Finnish French German Italian Russian Spanish Swedish

Word-based (baseline) 0.4800 0.4483 0.3175 0.4313 0.3785 0.4631 0.2551 0.4405 0.3485

Table 2: Snowball stemming algorithm.
Dutch English Finnish French German Italian Russian Spanish Swedish

Stemmed 0.4652 0.4273 0.3998 0.4511 0.4504 0.4726 0.2536 0.4678 0.3707
%Change over baseline -3.1 -4.7 +25.9 +4.6 +19.0 +2.1 -0.6 +6.2 +6.4
Stat.Significance - - ? - ??? - - ? -

Table 3: Compound splitting and stemming algorithms.
Dutch Finnish German Swedish

Comp.Split+Stemmed 0.4984 0.4453 0.4840 0.3957
%Change over baseline +3.8 +40.3 +27.9 +13.5
Stat.Significance - ??? ??? -

Table 4: 4-Gramming.
Dutch English Finnish French German Italian Russian Spanish Swedish

4-Grammed 0.4996 0.4119 0.4905 0.4616 0.5005 0.4227 0.3030 0.4733 0.4187
%Change over baseline +4.1 -8.1 +54.5 +7.0 +32.2 -8.7 +18.8 +7.4 +20.1
Stat.Significance - ?(!) ??? - ??? - ? ? ?

Table 5: Combination of (Compound-splitting and) Stemming and 4-Gramming.
Dutch English Finnish French German Italian Russian Spanish Swedish

Combination 0.5072 0.4575 0.5236 0.4888 0.5091 0.4781 0.2988 0.4841 0.4371
%Change over baseline +5.7 +2.1 +64.9 +13.3 +34.5 +3.2 +17.1 +9.9 +25.4
Stat.Significance - - ??? ?? ??? - ? ??? ??

German, Finnish, and Swedish. The decompounding im-
proves scores for all four languages (see our results in Ta-
ble 3). It is of interest to observe that the results for En-
glish are radically different from the results for the other
languages. For English, the language-dependent techniques
turn out to hurt performance. For the other European lan-
guages, we may conclude that these language-dependent ap-
proaches can help retrieval effectiveness.

Our fourth aim was to evaluate the effectiveness of character
n-gramming for European languages. Our results in Table 4
show a decrease in performance for English and Italian, and
an improvement for the other seven languages. The improve-
ment is significant for Finnish, German, Russian, Spanish,
and Swedish; as is the decrease for English. Again, we see
a clear difference between the results for English, where n-
gramming even leads to a significant drop in performance,
and the other European languages. For the other European
languages, we may conclude that the language-independent
approach of n-gramming can help retrieval effectiveness.

In order to find out whether language-dependent and lan-
guage-independent approaches have complementary retrieval
enhancing effects, our fifth aim was to evaluate the effective-
ness of combining the two types of approaches. Our results
in Table 5 show improvement for all nine languages. The
improvement for six of the languages, Finnish, French, Ger-
man, Russian, Spanish, and Swedish, is significant. For eight
of the languages, the combination results in the best over-
all score, only for Russian the 4-gram run is better than
the combination. The English combination improves even
though both underlying runs scored lower than the baseline
(one of them even signicantly lower).

Our overall aim was to investigate differences between doc-
ument representations in English and other European lan-
guages for monolingual document retrieval. Our results on
the effectiveness of both language-dependent and langua-
ge-independent approaches show considerable difference be-
tween English and the other languages. These differences
can be explained in part by the differences in inflectional and
derivational morhology between English and the other Eu-
ropean languages [15]. This result supports an observation
made in much recent work on non-English language and in-
formation processing: be careful when carrying over results
from English to other languages. Because of the differences
between the English language and other Indo-European lan-
guages, information retrieval results need not carry over to
the latter languages.
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